Rubrik provides a simple, fast and cost-effective backup and recovery solution purpose-built for healthcare. Seamlessly capture, protect, and backup Epic EHR and enterprise workloads across your hospitals and clinics with a single data management platform. Easily identify potential compliance violations or where sensitive health data is exposed and prioritize remediation efforts based on risk.

- **Electronic health records**: Protect your Epic EHR environment, from Caché to Clarity.
- **Healthcare clinics**: Centralize data management across hospitals and clinics into one interface.
- **Enterprise data**: Automate protection of enterprise data with minimal daily management.

Rubrik integrates data protection, catalog management, and cloud mobility into a single software platform to simplify operational management and reduce data center costs. Native immutable snapshots and intelligent data change detection accelerate recovery from ransomware. End-to-end encryption helps safeguard your sensitive data in support of regulatory compliance with HIPAA regulations. Automated sensitive discovery and classification helps accelerate HIPAA compliance.

**USE CASES**

**Simplified Backup and Recovery**
Rubrik’s backup solution delivers near-zero RTOs for VMs, SQL, and Oracle databases. Stop spending time managing backup jobs, and start automating backup policies. Locate VMs, physical databases, applications, and files with intuitive search.

**Data Security and Ransomware Defense**
With Rubrik, all your applications and data are stored in an immutable format, preventing ransomware from accessing and encrypting your backups. Deliver 1-click recoveries with AI-driven insights into how your data had changed during an attack.
DATA ARCHIVAL AND DISASTER RECOVERY
Rubrik makes it easy to manage archival of your clinical and business data, whether it needs to be stored on-premises or in the cloud. Instantly locate your data with global search. Reduce the cost of long-term data retention by archiving to the cloud. Be prepared for disaster recovery with failover to a secondary data center or to the cloud.

AUTOMATED SENSITIVE DATA DISCOVERY AND CLASSIFICATION
Polaris Sonar is a Rubrik SaaS application that applies machine learning to discover, classify and protect sensitive data without any impact to production. Sonar leverages your Rubrik Cloud Data Management deployment to add data classification without any additional infrastructure.

HIPAA COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING
Rubrik’s comprehensive data management platform helps you address rigid data protection policies regarding protected health information (PHI) and personally identifiable information (PII). Rubrik’s encryption at-rest and in-flight helps safeguard your sensitive data in support of regulatory compliance. Deliver custom visual reporting on retention, compliance, and capacity.

AUTOMATION AND SELF-SERVICE
Rubrik’s RESTful APIs integrate seamlessly with any third party service to automate configuration and orchestration management. Easily plug into ServiceNow, Splunk, and VMware while leveraging our API first architecture to easily integrate with Puppet, Chef, Ansible, or SaltStack. Simplify daily management with self-service through ServiceNow and VMware vRO/vRA.

TRUSTED BY LEADING HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS

“We need to support the hospital as the number of physicians increases and the data sets change. Rubrik makes it easier to adapt and grow as the healthcare industry changes.”
Daniel Belanger
IT Manager

“We were thinking of Ransomware protection separately from our backup and recovery issues, but Rubrik allowed us to solve both in one fell swoop.”
Chris Williams
Director of IT

“With our previous vendor, our backups were taking eight hours to finish, whereas with Rubrik our backups take less than an hour and our restores are near-instant.”
Lev Goronshteyn
CTO

“HM Hospitales is a patient-focused group. Rubrik delivers the agility and simplicity required to support our patients and our business.”
Arturo Gordo Carbajo
Director of Security and Systems

“We are protecting all of our mission-critical applications with Rubrik, including our EMR system, radiology applications, epilepsy monitoring unit, as well as financial and billing systems.”
Craig Witmer
CTO

“We chose simplicity of the management of our storage and backup resources...Simplicity makes your environment safer and gives you higher uptime.”
Robert Luehrs
Infrastructure Engineering

Rubrik, the Multi-Cloud Data Control™ Company, enables enterprises to maximize value from data that is increasingly fragmented across data centers and clouds. Rubrik delivers a single, policy-driven platform for data recovery, governance, compliance, and cloud mobility. For more information, visit www.rubrik.com and follow @rubrikInc on Twitter. © 2019 Rubrik. Rubrik is a registered trademark of Rubrik, Inc. Other marks may be trademarks of their respective owners.